Introduction
This paper is a continuation of the authors work [1] and [2] devoted to investigation of algebras called left normal bandoids. In [1] the lattice of varieties of such algebras was described and in [2] some construction methods were discussed. In this paper we begin our study of subdirectly irreducible left normal bandoids. We use the notation and terminology of [2] . Our numbering begins with Section 4. References in Sections 1 through 3 are to the relevant parts of [2] .
In Section 4 a congruence relation of the bandoid constructed in Section 3 is discribed that plays an important role in the sequel. In Section 5 some sufficient conditions are given for this bandoid to be subdirectly irreducible. Finally, in Section 6 it is shown that certain subalgebras of subdirectly irreducible bandoids considered in Section 5 are subdirectly irreducible as well.
In subsequent papers it will be shown that the subdirectly irreducible left normal bandoids constructed in this paper are in fact all finite subdirectly irreducible left normal bandoids.
For more information concerning left normal bandoids and general algebraic concepts we refer the reader to [1] , [2] , and references there.
An important congruence relation
Let L be a complete lattice satisfying the distributive law (3.1) and let R be a subset of -_ such that (1, 1) e R. We i-i introduce a congruence relation on B(L, R) that will play an important role in the next section. Let us define the relation p on B(L, R) as follows: (4. 1) x p y iff lxy 1 = ly^^ and lyx 1 =" lx^^ for every x^y^^ € B(L,R) with x^x, y^-y.
To prove that p is a congruence relation on B(L, R) we need some lemmas. Therefore ({x, y}, •) is a left zero semigroup. The equality (ii) is an immediate consequence of (4.4.1) and (4.4.2).
• Proposition 4.5. The relation p is a congruence relation on B (L, R) .
Proof. It is evident that the relation p is reflexive and symmetric. To prove the transitivity let us assume that xpy, y p z, x^ s x and z s z . Then lxz^ = lxlz 1 by Proposition 1.9 = lxlyz^ by (4.1), since y p z and zs z = lxyz.^ by Proposition 1.9 = lyz^ by (4.1), since xpy and yz^s y = lz 1 since y p z and zs z.
Analogously we show that lzx 1 = lx 1> Therefore x p z, and consequently p is transitive. Now it remains to show that xpy implies zx p zy and xz p yz, for every x, y, z € B(L, R). Let x, y, z e B(L, R) and x p y. To show that zx p zy, let us assume that y s zy and x^s zx. by (i) = lxy 1 by (B3). Analogously we show that lyx.^ = lx 1< By (4.1), x p y, which completes the proof.
•
For an algebra A and a congruence 'relation p on A the symbol A P denotes the quotient algebra, and a* 3 the congruence class of a.
An immediate consequence of Proposition 4.5 is the following 
Proof. Note that z T(B(L, R)) = {u
: u e (z]>. Therexy xy fore, as an easy consequence of (3.2), we get that <p is an isomorphism. We will show that \ji is an isomorphism as well. From (6.7.1), (6.7.2) and (6.7.4) it follows that (6.7.5) ( c cl' te) € ®( x 'y)-
Obviously ^ is a homomorphism. It remains to check that

Note that by (ii) and (iii) , ax*ay. There exists teJl(aT(B)) such that tsay and tsax or such that tsax and tsay. By symmetry we may assume that teJI(aT(B)), t^ay and tsax. Then t=t(ay) and t(ax)<t. By (iv) there exists aeL(B) such that a(t(ax))sb and at=a. So we have a(t(ax
